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Address Zhejiang Shinew Photoelectronic Technology Co.,Ltd. 
No.118 Xianxia Road Jianshan 
Haining City Zhejiang 314415

Country China (People´s Republic)

PRODUCTS OR MACHINERY
Main products of our company: 
1. Silicon solar cell 
2. Solar modules: Solar modules of various specifications ranging from 10 W to 185 W. We also can make them according to customers’ requirement. 
3. Solar lamps: street lamp, courtyard lamp, lawn lamp, sight lamp, and traffic signal lamp, etc. 
4. Solar system.

We develop, design, manufacture and sell variety of mono-crystalline modules ranging from 10W to 185W in power output（We can also produce
other specifications according to customers’ requirement）， built to the general specifications for use in a wide range of on-grid and off-grid
residential, commercial, industrial and other solar power generation systems.

Our modules conform to TUV, IEC61215 and Safety Class Ⅱ EN61730 and UL electrical and quality standard. With continuous commitment to
research and design, our engineers work every day to improve quality, efficiency and reliability of our solar modules. Manufactured under ISO 9001
certificate conditions, our modules are engineered to withstand extreme temperatures and harsh weather conditions.
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